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	The layers are comparatively flat-lying except in a
^	central zone, where they are laid in sharp folds,
^	striking NW-SE.
E	These various rocks offer different resistance to
p,	the erosive agents.   The slates and phyllites are
1	mostly soft; the conglomerate beds are harder; the
.§	white, f eldspathic sandstone is very hard, but it has
•g	a strong tendency to split up into angular blocks,
"C	owing to a marked perpendicular jointing.    The
^	gabbro, occurring in some hill-tops, is very resis-
i	tant.
I	The erosive processes in this district have been:
g	(1) river erosion before the ice age, resulting in the
g §	development of a mature surface—probably with
I §•	deepened valleys owing to a new uplift; (2) glacial
r «	erosion, affecting the whole area, but especially the
PJ ^	major valleys; (3) renewed river erosion, partly
§ "I	post-glacial, partly during an interglacial epoch.
$ ,5	The whole area was covered by the ice, including
£ f	the hill-tops; but as the central parts or the divide
n? -|	of the great inland ice lay in or near this region, no
q £	great movement could take place in the ice and, ac-
Jj |	cordingly, only little erosion. The ice has left a thin
oS"!	cover of ground moraine, which obscures the rocks
•f 'i*	everywhere except on the steep slopes or along the
6 t>	ravines of creeks and rivers—thus making a geo-
•a	logical survey rather hard work.
•fl,	The plateau is at its highest along the divide
"I	(3500 feet) but it slopes gently towards the main
M	valleys.   This landscape is characterized by broad,
.|	open valleys with shallow lakes and crooked creeks,
a	running sluggishly through great bogs, or slightly
pi	cut down in the ground moraine.    The hills are
|	relatively low and rounded, though steep walls may
oq	be found at places where soft rocks are covered by
•*•	harder ones.    In fact, such escarpments can be
g	traced out through the whole area, along the limits
^	of the upper hard sandstone.2 The steep walls have
	"skirts" of talus along their base;  on top  the
2 These escarpments are certainly formed in part "by selective glacial erosion, where the ice has been pressed along the slopes.

